
 

Network Designs, Inc. and Three Rangers Foundation  

Network Designs, Inc. (NDi) 

Network Designs, Inc. (NDi) is a Service-Disable Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) that provides 

enterprise IT services aligned to our customer’s missions and tuned to the latest industry best practices, focusing 

on bringing the best technology and solid approach to each engagement. We provide Health IT support for 

essential systems; we manage DevSecOps toolchains and cloud infrastructure; we engineer secure remote 

access communication solutions for critical information; we confront cyber security challenges; we build and 

maintain device-agnostic applications; we design engaging websites that deliver optimal user experience; we 

provide strategic communication and outreach; and we provide information management to support data-

driven decision making for our stakeholders. NDi’s President and CEO, Anthony Zeruto, was boarded by RCO 

Stan McChrystal and RSM Mike Hall. RSM Mike Hall tasked Anthony to stand up the first US Army Ranger 

Regiment Military Intelligence (MI) Detachment, followed by service as 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, MI 

Officer(S2), 75th Ranger Regimental S2, various Special Mission Units (SMUs), and culminating a 24-year career 

as Commander of NSA Georgia and then Director of Operations(G3), US Army Cyber Command.  Anthony 

attributes any successes to the leadership academy that is the 75th Ranger Regiment. 

Why “Veterans First”? 

NDi is a “Veterans First” organization, and our commitment to hiring veterans is based on solid business 

reasoning. Veterans possess extraordinary qualities and experiences skillfully cultivated through their military 

service. The leadership skills they acquire and the discipline they embody are highly sought by NDi’s customers 

(Federal Civilian Agencies, DoD, and US Intelligence Community). Being tested in high-pressure environments, 

veterans have consistently demonstrated their remarkable ability to think critically and tackle intricate problems 

head-on. These qualities are relevant and applicable to the duties and responsibilities of positions within 

Network Designs. 

Network Designs Commitment to the DoD’s SkillBridge Program   

Network Designs is deeply committed to actively engaging in the highly beneficial Military SkillBridge program. 

This program is a remarkable opportunity for service members to transition their invaluable skills into civilian 

careers seamlessly. With the ability to initiate the process 180 days before retirement and utilize up to 120 days 

to engage with Network Designs, active-duty service members can make a smooth and progressive shift. The 

program's core objective is to empower candidates to demonstrate their exceptional skills while simultaneously 

providing Network Designs the chance to nurture and develop these Veterans toward potential employment 

opportunities. Our goal is to welcome transitioning service members into our team once they have completed 

the program, recognizing the immense value they bring. 

Request a Mentor Session with an NDi Ranger govanda.sawyack@netdes.com 
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